141 observations were averaged). This shows that, by itself, the penetration of the human 142 immunological system represents a bottleneck for the transmission of new serotypes. This 143 bottleneck can be explained assessing the probability of receiving a bite from a new serotype 144 infected mosquito, multiplied by the probability of getting infected. The result derives in a 145 minuscule final probability. 208 Markov Models are defined as (21):
211 Were and are the stochastic transition rates, valuated at time t + h.
212 Since in our model, the system do not express the loss of memory property (because the 213 epidemiological state of the system can be known in any moment and thus can be compared to 214 another similar system with different elapsed time), the stochastic transition rates T, cannot be (in 215 general) an exponential distribution. 
